Region Growing for Segmenting Green Microalgae Images.
We describe a specialized methodology for segmenting 2D microscopy digital images of freshwater green microalgae. The goal is to obtain representative algae shapes to extract morphological features to be employed in a posterior step of taxonomical classification of the species. The proposed methodology relies on the seeded region growing principle and on a fine-tuned filtering preprocessing stage to smooth the input image. A contrast enhancement process then takes place to highlight algae regions on a binary pre-segmentation image. This binary image is also employed to determine where to place the seed points and to estimate the statistical probability distributions that characterize the target regions, i.e., the algae areas and the background, respectively. These preliminary stages produce the required information to set the homogeneity criterion for region growing. We evaluate the proposed methodology by comparing its resulting segmentations with a set of corresponding ground-truth segmentations (provided by an expert biologist) and also with segmentations obtained with existing strategies. The experimental results show that our solution achieves highly accurate segmentation rates with greater efficiency, as compared with the performance of standard segmentation approaches and with an alternative previous solution, based on level-sets, also specialized to handle this particular problem.